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Coursen Security Group Announces New All-Inclusive Approach To Threat
Assessment

Monitoring situations before they impact the office, productivity, and your company's bottom
line.

Austin, TX (PRWEB) August 16, 2014 -- Spencer Coursen of COURSEN SECURITY GROUP (CSG)
announced the immediate availability of a new all-inclusive approach to his firm’s Threat Assessment and
Management service.

Business owners are more concerned than ever about personal problems spilling over into professional life.
Today’s Information Age makes it easier than ever to locate an office, an event, and even an individual person.

Personal-life issues easily escalate into professional concern for the simple fact that employees spend so much
of their day at work. Regrettably, this provides the enraged boyfriend wishing to stage a confrontation with his
ex-girlfriend, the creepy guy from the gym who’s now always at the coffee shop across the street from the
office, or the fired parking lot attendant who’s been leaving love notes on Facebook, with a known time and
place where staff can be found – at work.

Business owners have found that employees are more likely to submit their concerns to a private consultant
who is independent of their personal and professional relationships. Someone who they know is looking out for
them, but with whom they don’t interact on a daily basis. With concrete confidentiality, CSG discreetly
monitors emerging situations BEFORE they adversely impact the office, productivity, and your company's
bottom line!

"The most valuable submissions we get often begin with, ‘This is probably nothing, but...'” says Spencer
Coursen, President of Coursen Security Group. "Personal safety today requires participation. It’s all about
empowering the individual to help keep themselves safe.”

ABOUT COURSEN SECURITY GROUP
Founded in 2012, COURSEN SECURITY GROUP is a security consulting firm specializing in the prevention,
planning and response to the concerns of personal and professional safety. Mr. Spencer Coursen is a subject
matter expert in Threat Assessment, Vulnerability Reduction, and Crisis Management.

ABOUT SPENCER COURSEN
Spencer Coursen is combat veteran, expert security consultant, threat assessment advisor and vulnerability
reduction professional. Over the course of his diverse career he has planned, executed and led more than 300
protective missions to 163 different countries. In 2012, he founded the Coursen Security Group, which provides
security consulting services to a diverse client list - employing the most effective applications to the most
realistic concerns, all while working to ensure the certainty of safety for all involved.

For more information please visit: http://www.CoursenSecurityGroup.com.
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Contact Information
Spencer Coursen
Coursen Security Group
http://www.CoursenSecurityGroup.com
+1 5123870129

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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